NCI & Shai in the News!

• ExecutiveBiz: NCI Debuts AI Platform to Aid Task Automation in Public Sector; Paul Dillahay and Brad Mascho Interviewed

• Intelligence Community News eNewsletter: NCI launches US-made AI solution

• Inside Defense: NCI zeroes in on artificial intelligence

• WashingtonExec: NCI Launches American-Made Artificial Intelligence Solution-as-a-Service

• Washington Technology: NCI creates AI solution through CrossChx partnership

• Washington Business Journal: Reston contractor to launch new AI tool to ease tasks that bog agencies down

• WTOP: Reston contractor to launch new AI tool to ease tasks that bog agencies down

• American Security Today: NCI American-Made Shai, AI Solution (SaaS) for Federal Govt

• American Security Today / IT Security News: NCI American-Made Shai, AI Solution (SaaS) for Federal Govt

• Reston Now: Artificial Intelligence 2.0

• WashingtonExec: AI ‘Employee’ Shai Ready to Work